
Hello everyone, 
Things are warming up here in Kentucky and things 

are starting to move again as the Covid19 restrictions 
are lightening up. We know that this is another one of 
earth’s birth pains and that more are already starting 
to come as we near Christ’s return. We’re thankful to 
be retaining our sanity thanks to God’s goodness. 

 As we wait for all the ducks to get in a row for us to 
go on our survey trip to Nicaragua, I am trying to take 
advantage of the time to study some of the unique 
points of our faith. I’ve prayed the prayer for wisdom 
and insight and even though I’m not the sharpest 
tool in the shed, so to speak, I have seen God’s hand 
leading me to truth like a tender Shepherd. 

If I had to put a belief at the top of the Seventh-day 
Adventist unique beliefs list, it would be the belief in 
a heavenly sanctuary. This belief sets us apart and I 
would highly recommend availing yourself of an in-
depth study of the means of our salvation because 

surely the sanctuary testifies of the Savior. Just think 
about it for a moment with me. Most of us know that 
the sacrifices typify Christ’s death on the cross. Why 
all the details in the services of the sanctuary? Why be 
so specific, methodical, and elaborate, if not to show 
in every detail a little lesson? 
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I’m trying to take advantage of the resources out 
there and one book I’m working through right now 
is called “The Cross and It’s Shadow” by S.N. Haskell. 
Get one! Or you can get it free online. I read from the 
EGW writings app a lot. It’s an awesome resource. 

I believe it is important to know where we came 
from as Seventh-day Adventists. How did God 
brought us this far? Imagine if you will, the children 
of Israel after wandering in the wilderness for 40 years 
and not passing on the story of God’s deliverance 
from Egypt. Imagine them forgetting where they were 
headed. Then one day someone says that Egypt is nice 
this time of year and that everyone should pack up 
and head on over. 

I fear that this story is close to being our reality as 
Seventh-day Adventists. Let us not forget the way 
the Lord had led us in the past. To help with this I’d 
recommend the book “The Great Second Advent 
Movement” by J.N. Loughborough. Sister White said 
“Elder Loughborough’s book should receive attention. 
Our leading men should see what can be done for the 
circulation of this book.” It shares the history of our 
movement from a perspective of a person that worked 
right alongside Ellen White.

Lord knows the time is short. Rearrange priorities if 
you need to and learn the truths for these times and 
pray God will use you wherever you may be. This is 
our prayer at AWA. Join us in our effort to reach the 
hard to reach with life as well as soul saving assistance. 
Thank you. 

God bless you!

Josh, Yosiday, Caleb and Isaac Fix
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Your AWA Missionary family:
Josh, Yosiday, Caleb & Isaac Fix

Project Needs: 
Consistent monthly donors to 
be able to deploy to Nicaragua 
as soon as possible.

Prayer request: That Josh’s 
passport will return from being 
renewed.

 

 


